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Comparison of the production rate of bacteria in the rumen of buffalo
calves estimated by using labelled Streptococcus bovis and mixed

ruminal bacterial cells
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The authors regret the following error:

Page 663, Table 3, line 1

Por Green maize MS mixed bacterial cells
read Green maize I4C mixed bacterial cells
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Leaf Protein and Other
Aspects of Fodder
Fractionation
N. W. PIRIE
Recently it has become more acceptable to consider the
fractionation of leafy crops into their components instead
of using them only for ruminant fodder. In suitable
climates, fractionation of leafy crops can yield more
edible protein than other forms of agriculture. The fibre
residue which is unfit for human consumption is still
useful feed for ruminants, and the soluble leaf com-
ponents can be used in various ways. The author himself
has been actively involved in the development of fodder
fractionation techniques, and is therefore uniquely
placed to describe the methods of separating leaf
protein from other leaf components, the practical
problems encountered, and how they can be overcome.
The production of leaf protein in bulk is shown to be
efficient, technically feasible and nutritionally valuable,
making fodder fractionation an important agricultural
technique for technically unadvanced countries where
protein deficiency is most often acute. This interesting
and informative account will be of interest to agricultural
research workers and students, as well as to those
concerned with nutrition and the developing world.

£8.00 net

First Paperback Edition

Crop Physiology
Edited by I T . EVANS
This book contains comprehensive reviews of the
physiological basis of yield in nine of the world's most
important crops. In the introductory chapter the contribu-
tion of these crops to the world food supply is assessed
together with a consideration of aspects of crop evolution
and an outline of the history of crop physiology. The
following nine chapters on the individual crops are
written by international authorities. The final chapter
deals with the physiological basis of yield as a founda-
tion for future progress in agronomic techniques and plant
breeding for yield. This text will be invaluable to plant
breeders, crop physiologists and agronomists, to
advanced students in the same fields and others
concerned with the problems of yield in plants.

'The timeliness of the book makes it an excellent
resource for advanced undergraduate and graduate
courses and a valuable reference for crop investigators.'

American Scientist

'The book is extremely readable and well presented and
can be recommended not only to crop physiologists but
also to agronomists and plant breeders.' Nature
Also issued in hard covers £5.50 net
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